
Quadratic Word Problems Notes

Falling objects
1) The height of a rocket launched upward from a~liff is modeled by h(t) = -16t2 + 48t + 160 where h(t) is the
height in feet and t is the time in seconds.- --

a) What isthe i"hl ~~t\~Q ftet? W~ r~~eF~ 5t~~cket after 1 sec'

-
b) At what time does the rocket reach its maximum height?
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2) During a game of golf, Kayley hits her bailout of a sand trap. The height of the golf ball is modeled by th~t~n,

h = -16t2 +20t - 4 where h is the heJght in feet and t is the time in seconds since the ball was hit. Find how long i,t takes
Kayley's golf ball to hit the ground. n, 'l.
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3) Theheightof a flare fired fromthe deckofa shipindistresscan bQ~el~ ~ h :'_\) \ t 2;-+5\ 1here h isthe
height of the flare above water in feet and t is the time in seconds. At what time(s) will the flare be at a height of 56

feet? ~ 10-1 ~ 'I.~\ (~-\- ~ 0:w4\~t ~di)
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4) Findtwo positiveconsecutiveOd~~9;S;Gh: :;s:a; ~ the first,ad~ ~ ~ ~ second, is24
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5) Thesumofthe squaresoftwo consecutive~n€J~~s ;';)n~~e integers. )
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9) Suppose that one leg of a right triangle is 1more than the other leg; and the hypotenuse is 1 less than 2 times the

shorter leg Fin~~ iitl the sides~~~ l~),.~::(11.-i) ~ r\
xi:; ) Lr-r-\

10) The profits for Mr. Unlucky's company can be modeled by the equation P = -3t2 +18t - 4, where P is the amount of
profit in thousands of dollars and t represents the number of years of operation. He realizes his company is on the
downturn and wishes to sell before he ends up in debt. .

a) When will Unlucky's business show a maximum profit?
~ t =- ~ =- - ~ -: ~ iA-taf>
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b) What is the maximum profit?
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c) At what time will it be too late to sell his business? (when will~e start losing money?)
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Area
6) The length of a rectangle is 1 cm less than twice the width. The area is 45 ern'. Find the dimensions of the

photograph, \}/ ( 1\).)-I') c. ~5 -\jIj : '- - )?
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7) A square field has sm added to its length and zrn added to its width. The field then had an area of 130 m'. Find the
length of a side of the original field. \..
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8) A decorator plans to place a rug in a 9 m by 12 m room so that a uniform strip of flooring aro
uncovered. How wide will this strip be if the area of the rug is to be half the area of the room?
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